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Abstract
Close to redox boundaries, dark carbon fixation by chemoautotrophic bacteria may be a large contributor to overall carbon
fixation. Still, little is known about the relative importance of this process in lake systems, in spite the potentially high
chemoautotrophic potential of lake sediments. We compared rates of dark carbon fixation, bacterial production and oxygen
consumption in sediments from four Swedish boreal and seven tropical Brazilian lakes. Rates were highly variable and dark
carbon fixation amounted up to 80% of the total heterotrophic bacterial production. The results indicate that nonphotosynthetic carbon fixation can represent a substantial contribution to bacterial biomass production, especially in
sediments with low organic matter content.
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depleted in the upper few millimeters of the sediments, creating a
steep chemical gradient that provides a microenvironment with
high chemoautotrophic potential [19]. Processes of ammonium,
sulfur and methane oxidation are examples of some redox
reactions associated with chemosynthesis in lake sediments [16].
Some chemosynthetic processes can reach rates up to three orders
of magnitude higher in the sediment than in the water column
[20], and recent studies highlights the idea that chemosynthetic
production could represent a paradigm shift in how we view
production in fresh water ecosystems [21].
Recent literature emphasizes the relative importance of specific
sediment chemosynthetic processes as energy sources for the food
web [6,22–25,7]. Some studies suggest that the carbon flux from
chemosynthetic activity may be more important in promoting lake
food webs than expected. However, the quantitative role of
bacterial chemoautotrophic activity and the importance of DCF in
relation to sediment C cycling lake sediments are still unknown.
The classic sediment-water interface carbon cycling considers the
microbial oxidation of organic matter and the incorporation of
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) into bacterial biomass via
secondary production [26]. If sediment DCF is extensive it may
be an important, but currently underestimated, source of biomass
carbon to benthic food webs. One way to address the relative
importance of DCF is to compare the rates with other metabolic
processes in the sediment.
Temperature and organic matter quality and origin are
important drivers of sediment bacterial metabolism and biomass
[27,28]. Bacterial metabolism in boreal lake sediments is
constrained by low temperatures and by the recalcitrant nature
of the dominant organic carbon, resulting in sediments being an
effective sink of organic carbon [29]. Yet, tropical lakes, like most

Introduction
The incorporation of inorganic carbon into organic matter, i.e.
carbon fixation, is one of the essential functions in ecosystems. In
addition to photosynthetic incorporation, chemoautotrophic
organisms incorporate inorganic carbon to varying extents [1,2],
representing an autochthonous source of organic matter [3]. In
deep ocean regions, chemosynthesis, and not the photosynthesis, is
admittedly the main reduced carbon source [4], with chemosynthetic bacteria recognized as base of these ecosystems food webs
[5]. The importance of chemosynthesis to trophic webs has been
also reported to freshwater ecosystems by recent studies, pointing
C-1 compounds (especially methane) as important carbon and
energy vectors [6,7].
Chemoautotrophic microbes require the simultaneous presence
of oxidized and reduced compounds that will react and liberate
energy needed to support inorganic carbon fixation in the absence
of light (dark carbon fixation; DCF). Therefore, the most extensive
rates of DCF are expected at interfaces between aerobic and
anaerobic zones [8]. According to Detmer et al. [9], DCF at a
marine pelagic redoxcline can reach up to 30% of the surface
primary production. High DCF rates have also been reported at
other marine redoxclines [10,11]. From the 909s on, chemosynthetic activity has been reported in fresh water ecosystems: Lake
Cadagno (Switzerland), Lake Ciso (Spain), Lake Mekkojarvi
(Finland), Lake Kinneret (Israel) among others [12–15]. In lake
water columns, DCF has been reported to contribute from 0.3 to
approximately 50% of the total CO2 fixation on a whole lake basis,
with contributions .10% primarily in sulfide rich lakes [16].
Sediment-water interfaces of lakes and coastal environments
offer sites of intense organic matter deposition and degradation
[17,18]. Biogeochemical activity is high and oxygen can be
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corresponding lake water from each site within around an hour of
sample collection. A magnetic stirrer placed between the cores and
magnet rods suspended in each core ensured gentle mixing and
allowed water exchange between the cores and the surrounding
water in the bucket. The whole setup was kept aerated using an
aquarium pump outside the cores at 10uC for boreal and 25uC for
tropical lakes during 5 hours for stabilization. Based on previous
SOC and O2 profile tests, the time of 5 hours was more than
enough to ensure sediment stabilization, avoiding artifacts in terms
of e.g. O2 demand. After a first stabilization period, sediment
oxygen consumption (SOC) was measured in whole-core incubations with start-end sediment-water interface incubation, according to Dalsgaard et al. [34]. SOC indicated total organic matter
degradation and was a proxy for the mineralization rates in the
studied sediments.
After a second period of stabilization the sediment cores were
sliced and the uppermost centimetre was used, since the oxicanoxic transition zone is usually located in this layer [35]. After
sampling, the sediment was well mixed forming a slurry for DCF
and BP measurements. Bacterial production was determined via
3
H-leucine incorporation using sediment diluted 10 fold with lake
water, in order to minimize the physical quenching. For this, 1 ml
of upper centimetre sediment was mixed with 9 ml of 0.2 mm
filtered lake water taken from above the sediment. 0.1 ml of the
slurry was added in four 2 ml polypropylene tubes with screw
caps: 1 blank (with 1.5 ml of borax buffered formaldehyde 4%)
and 3 sample replicates, which received 50 ml of diluted isotope
(158 Ci mmol21 and 73 Ci mmol21 for Swedish and Brazilian
incubations respectively) to reach 250 mM final leucine concentration. All tubes were incubated in the dark. The incubation was
stopped 2 to 3 hours later by borax buffered formaldehyde
addition (to 4% final concentration). After that, the incubated
samples were centrifuged (at 14000–16000 rpm for 10 minutes)
and the supernatant was discarded. 1.5 ml of 5% trichloroacetic
acid (TCA) was added to the sediment followed by intensive
mixing by a vortex to wash the sediment. Thereafter the sediment
was centrifuged again and the TCA solution was removed. This
washing cycle was repeated two more times with 5% TCA and
finally with 80% ethanol. After removing the ethanol, scintillation
cocktail was added and incorporation of 3H into bacterial proteins
was measured by liquid scintillation analysis. The conversion

other lakes, show frequent CO2 supersaturation [30] and support
intense metabolism [31], enhanced by their warm temperatures
[32] and the high production of the tropical forests and grasslands
in their watersheds [33].
In this study we compared sediment DCF, bacterial production
(BP), and oxygen consumption (SOC) rates from boreal lakes in
Sweden and tropical lakes in Brazil. We demonstrate that DCF
rates can be relatively high and can represent an important
contribution to bacterial biomass production, especially in
sediments with low organic matter content. Tropical lake
sediments have a much higher variability in all measured processes
and present lower DCF and higher BP and SOC rates than boreal
sediments.

Materials and Methods
Study site and sampling
The research was carried out from sediment sampled in four
Swedish boreal lakes in May 2008 and seven Brazilian tropical
lakes in September 2008. Surface water characteristics are
presented in Table 1. Two of the Swedish lakes (Lötsjön and
Fälaren) were thermally stratified during summer. All of the
Brazilian lakes had a shallow non-stratified water column. The
coastal tropical lakes are parallel to the shoreline and influenced by
marine groundwater inflows. The other tropical lakes are located
in the Paraguay River floodplain, one of the main rivers of the
Brazilian Pantanal. Sediment cores were collected with plexiglass
tubes in the littoral or sub-littoral zones at depths of 1–3 m. The
bottom water at those locations was always oxic. No algae
colonization was observed on the top of the sediment from the
studied lakes. The water column from all lakes was colored,
indicating the presence of high amounts of humic compounds,
which decrease sunlight penetration. Lake bottom water was
sampled in plastic carboys for later use during incubations. The
sediment cores from each lake were transported to the laboratory
with care to avoid re-suspension and to keep the sediment
structure intact.

Sediment incubations
Sediment cores (4 replicates, approximately 7.0 cm of sediment
and 6.0 cm of overlying water) were placed in small buckets with

Table 1. Coordinates, sample site depth, water salinity, and sediment contents (% of dry weight) of water, sediment organic
carbon and nitrogen content, and C:N ratio at the studied lakes.

Lake
Boreal

Coastal
Tropical

Tropical

Coordinates
o

o

Depth (m)

Salinity (%)

Water (%)

Org C(%DW)

N (%DW)

C:N

*6

Lötsjön

66 419 N 16 209 E

3.0

0.0

63.3

3.25 2.91

0.1960.10

16.6966.21

Långsjön

66o439 N 16o209 E

2.0

0.0

75.9

3.1261.24

0.3660.14

8.4960.21

Strandsjön

66o409 N 15o769 E

2.0

0.0

91.3

12.9360.11

1.4660.00

8.8160.08

Fälaren

66o929 N 16o109 E

1.3

0.0

93.0

22.9861.10

1.9360.10

11.8660.23

Carapebus

22o159 S 41o359 W

2.0

7.9

15.0

0.2460.10

0.0160.00

18.4665.51

Visgueiro

22o119 S 41o249 W

1.8

24.5

25.0

8.3060.33

0.8560.02

9.7460.14

Pires

22o109 S 41o229 W

1.8

29.7

27.1

9.3860.43

1.1460.01

8.2460.48

Teresa

18o579 S 57o269 W

2.0

0.0

59.7

1.3460.08

0.1060.03

15.2366.59

o

o

Presa

18 599 S 57 259 W

2.8

0.0

32.0

1.8760.03

0.2460.08

9.2460.78

Lobo

18o579 S 57o369 W

3.0

0.0

74.8

4.1261.51

0.6460.08

6.2961.58

L1

19o029 S 57o559 W

2.5

0.0

35.7

10.1961.86

0.9960.07

10.3860.84

Numbers represent average and SD (n = 5).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065813.t001
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factor of leucine incorporation to bacterial carbon production
(BCP) was based on the assumptions from Buesing and Marxsen
[36], using the equation: BCP (Kg) = 1.446Leuinc (Leuinc = leucine
incorporation in mol).
Sediment dark carbon fixation (also known as bicarbonate
fixation or chemosynthesis) was determined by incorporation of
14
C labelled inorganic carbon (DI14C; added as NaH14CO3) using
sediment slurry diluted 5 fold. The dilution was made with 0.2 mm
filtered water taken from above the sediment. 1.5 ml of slurry was
transferred to eight 20 ml scintillation vials per lake: 3 blanks and
5 sample replicates. In the Brazil incubations, 0.25 ml of boraxbuffered 37% formaldehyde was added to the blanks prior to
sediment slurry addition to immediately stop microbial activity.
Each vial received DI14C (0.8 mCi in 0.4 ml aqueous solution, 58
mCi mmol21). In the incubations of Swedish sediments microbial
activity in the blanks was stopped by the addition of 0.5 ml 0.1 M
HCl and 12.5 mCi of DI14C in 0.05 ml aqueous solution (specific
activity 60 mCi mmol21) was added to each vial. After a dark
incubation period of 3 to 4 hours, microbial activity in sample
replicates was stopped as in the blank vials. After that, 2 ml of
0.1 M HCl was added to each vial to convert DIC to CO2,
followed by purging with compressed air for approximately 3
hours to remove remaining DI14C. This final slurry was diluted
with pure water up to a volume of 10 ml and another 10 ml of
InstaGel scintillation cocktail (Perkin Elmer) was added. The
detected radiation in the blanks was subtracted from the radiation
in the samples and this blank-corrected incorporation of 14C was
used to calculate the fraction of added radioactivity that was fixed.
The fraction was assumed to represent the fraction of the overall
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) that was fixed. The dark carbon
fixation was calculated by multiplying this fraction with the DIC
concentration measured in the water just above the sediment (see
below).
A separate test with sediment from the same core incubated
using both Brazilian and Swedish protocols confirmed that the
differences in terms of how microbial activity was stopped or how
much isotope was added did not affect the results of bacterial
production or dark carbon fixation assays. Another test with
simultaneous slurry and stratified core incubations to DCF and BP
measurements in the first centimeter of the sediment showed no
significant difference between both incubation procedures (Unpaired t test, p,0,05, Santoro et al, conditionally accepted by
Limnology and Oceanography Methods).
The same sediment used for the slurry incubation was
subsampled and temperature air dried. Subsequently, the
sediment was analyzed for the total C and N in an elemental
analyzer (NA 1500, Carlo Erba instruments). The amount of
dissolved inorganic carbon overlying water was determined with a
Sievers 900 TOC analyser for the boreal lakes, or manually by
sample acidification to pH below 2, static headspace extraction
and gas chromatographic analysis of the extracted CO2 for the
tropical lakes. The partitioning of CO2 between the headspace
and the water was accounted for using Henry’s Law.
All necessary permits were obtained for the described field
studies for Brazilian Environments. The permission for sampling
at the National Park of the Restinga de Jurubatiba was issued by
the Brazilian Institute Chico Mendes. There was not need to ask
for permission to sample at the other tropical environments as they
were not privately-owned or protected in any way. No specific
permits were required for the described field studies in Sweden.
The field studies did not involve endangered or protected species.
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Results and Discussion
The measured rates were highly variable among the studied
systems (Fig. 1). Some of the environments presented average rates
of SOC higher than previously observed in a temperate eutrophic
lake (27 mmol O2 m22 d21) or temperate reservoirs (45 mmol O2
m22 d21) [37,38]. SOC average rates varied from 14.5 mmol O2
m22 d21 in Teresa to 97.3 mmol O2 m22 d21 in Visgueiro lake.
Even though boreal sediments showed larger variation of organic
carbon (OC) content (Table 1), SOC was more variable in tropical
sediments than in temperate ones. As showed by Tomaszek &
Czerwieniec [38], temperature can constrain SOC rates more
strongly than organic matter concentration. Two tropical environments, Pires and L1, presented the lowest (1.2 mmol C m22
d21) and the highest (48.6 mmol C m22 d21) rates of sediment
bacterial production (BP), and those values are also high compared
to previous studies [39].
The highest rate of dark carbon fixation (DCF) was found in the
boreal lake Strandsjön (4.0 mmol C m22 d21) and the lowest rate
in the tropical lake Lobo (0.01 mmol C m22 d21). Our DCF
estimates are high when compared with non-photosynthetic
carbon fixation rates from marine sediments. Evrard et al. [40],
showed a DCF rate of 1.98 mmol C m22 h21 in marine sediments,
and according with the authors, mostly caused by phototrophs
with only a small contribution by chemoautotrophic bacteria. This
value is even lower than the observed in the tropical lake Lobo,
which had the lowest DCF rates of the present study, and around
three orders of magnitude below the rates found in lake
Strandsjön. Despite dark carbon fixation (DCF) rates were
generally higher in boreal sediments, our data can suggest that
lake sediment chemoautotrophy is extensive both in boreal and
tropical environments, and higher than previously demonstrated
for marine sediments [40,41]. Sediments from lakes and wetlands
usually have higher microbial activities than marine ecosystems
[42]. However, studies of dark carbon fixation in freshwater
sediments are still few, and most of them evaluate specific
chemosynthetic processes instead of DCF as a whole [43,20].
The current data shortage on sediment DCF may be related to
methodological limitations. The use of radioactive or stable
isotopes makes the measurement by slurry incubations the most
parsimonious way in most of the cases. Besides to be an easier
approach, slurry incubations allow sediment dilution, which
minimize the amount of radioactive material needed and the
physical quenching, when the sediment itself acts as a physical
barrier that decreases the fluorescence intensity of the isotope
upon scintillation counting. Slurry incubations, as done in this
study, may bias rates relative to field conditions, concerning DCF
processes due the disruption of redox gradients [16]. However,
shallow lake sediments, as the studied here, are usually disturbed
by wind action [44] and bioturbation [45,46], and therefore
mixing similar to the slurry of the uppermost sediment applied in
our experiments may not be uncommon in the upper centimeter
sediment beneath shallow waters under in situ conditions. DCF
and bacterial production rates from the first centimeter of
Strandsjön lake were measured simultaneously in slurry and intact
sediment incubations (Santoro, et al, Limnology and Oceanography Methods, conditionally accepted). The average rates using
both procedures were very similar (1.54 mmol C m22 d21 and
1.48 mmol C m22 d21 for slurry and intact sediment respectively),
with no significant difference between them (unpaired t test,
p.0,05).
Given the relatively high presence of reduced and oxidized
compounds in the surface of freshwater sediments, especially
compared to the water column, and that surface shallow sediments
3
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Figure 1. Comparison between measured sediment rates. Rates of sediment O2 consumption (SOC), bacterial production (BP), dark carbon
fixation (DCF) and carbon fixation expressed as a percentage of sediment O2 consumption (hatched bars, DCF:SOC) and of bacterial production
(white bars, DCF:BP) in the surface sediment for all studied lakes. Symbols represent average and plus-minus one standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065813.g001

experience turbulent mixing providing simultaneous access to such
compounds, it should not be surprising to observe high rates of
sediment DCF in many lacustrine systems. The aerobic slurry
incubations may also be regarded as conservative estimates since
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chemosynthetic organisms can also be strictly anaerobic [16]. In
addition, DCF was measured with the diluted sediment slurries,
and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) concentration of the water
above the sediment was used to calculate the rates. The water DIC
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Figure 2. Ratio between dark carbon fixation (DCF; mmol C m22 d21) and organic carbon content (C; % of dry weight). DCF:C for
studied boreal, coastal tropical and tropical group of lake sediments, respectively. Symbols represent means and bars show SEM (n = 5). Different
letters indicate significant differences (ANOVA, p,0.05) between lakes within each group. Note different scales.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065813.g002

separate relationships for different kinds of lakes (i.e. boreal vs.
coastal vs. tropical lakes), probably due different available
substrates and dominant chemosynthetic processes occurring in
each region. The lower DCF:OC ratio observed in sediments with
higher carbon content may be caused by a competitive pressure
imposed by heterotrophic community in these systems. This
argument is also consistent with the positive correlation (Pearson,
p,0.05) between BP and OC content observed in all studied
systems with the exception of two lakes, Fälaren and Pires, where
OC content was high and BP low. In general, the growth rates of
chemosynthetic microorganisms are lower than for heterotrophic
microorganisms, due to a lower energy yield of the associated
redox reactions [16]. Consequently, high sediment organic carbon
content can support a higher heterotrophic activity, able to
suppress chemosynthetic processes by using oxygen, nitrate and
other substrates more efficiently.
The DCF activity observed here suggests that the ability to
perform inorganic carbon fixation is widespread in lake sediments.
It has also to be taken into consideration that in addition to uptake
by chemoautotrophic bacteria, heterotrophic bacteria can incorporate dissolved inorganic carbon via anaplerotic reactions (e.g.
[2]). Anaplerotic CO2 fixation may account for some of the
inorganic carbon uptake measured in lake sediments. The activity
of the citric acid cycle requires anaplerotic reactions, where CO2 is
incorporated, to restore the cycle intermediates that are withdrawn
for the biosynthesis of cell constituents [49]. The most recently
discovered anaplerotic reaction sequence forms malate and
succinyl-CoA from three acetyl-CoA, one CO2 and one HCO3
in a linear pathway [50], and according to Schink [51], this new
pathway is probably widespread among many metabolic groups of
bacteria.
The uptake of inorganic carbon into heterotrophic bacteria is
enhanced during slow growth and starvation [52]. Considering the
slower community-wide specific growth of heterotrophic bacteria
in sediments compared to the water column of lakes [53], a
considerable fraction of the bacteria possess very slow growth, and
possibly enhanced anaplerotic inorganic carbon uptake. This is in
accordance with the tendency of higher DCF:OC ratios in
sediments with lower organic carbon content, possibly causing less
favorable conditions and hence slower growth. A similar argument
of high dark carbon fixation in slow-growing or starving bacteria

concentrations are normally considered lower compared to the
DIC concentrations found in the sediment pore water [47]. It is
therefore likely that DCF rates presented in this study are
conservative estimates. Notably, our results reflects exclusively the
incorporation of dissolved inorganic carbon as CO2, and not
chemosynthesis based on other C1 compounds, an important
pathway of these process, in particular considering methanotrophic bacteria [6,25].
The ratio sediment DCF:BP demonstrated that DCF corresponded from 8.41% to 37.4% of the total heterotrophic bacterial
production in the studied boreal sediments. This chemoautotrophic contribution was very variable in tropical lakes, varying from
0.40% to 80.4%. A recent study showed that inorganic carbon
fixation rates in surface deep-sea sediments accounted, on average,
for 19% of the total heterotrophic biomass production [48], i.e.
within the range presented here. DCF corresponded to between
3.03% and 15.93% of the SOC in boreal lakes, while this
contribution varied from 0.14% to 9.38% in tropical systems
(Figure 1).
As can be observed in Table 1, sediment organic carbon content
varied up to two orders of magnitude between lakes, and two of
the boreal environments had the highest values (Strandsjön and
Fälaren). Despite that, boreal sediments showed lower rates of BP
and SOC (Figure 1). Gudasz et al. [29] showed that, due the
recalcitrant nature of the dominant organic carbon source of
boreal lakes, the increasing organic carbon influence does not
necessarily promote and enhancement in sediment bacterial
metabolism.
No relationship between DCF and SOC rates was found when
considering all studied lakes (data not shown). We also did not
found any direct correlation between DCF and the examined
variables, as water salinity, pH or sediment contents of water,
organic carbon and nitrogen (Spearman correlation, p.0,05).
Understanding DCF regulatory factors and its relationship with
environmental variables is an important aim, but it will demand a
much larger dataset to achieve this. The DCF rates and the
sediment OC content were used to construct a ratio that can be
considered as an index that allows addressing the efficiency of the
DCF activity per unit of OC content in each sediment. Sediments
with lower OC content showed significantly higher values of DCF:
OC content ratios (ANOVA, p,0.05) (Figure 2). No tendency was
observed using data from all studied lakes, but there were apparent
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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has recently been made with reference to pelagic bacteria in the
Arctic Ocean during winter conditions [54].
This study shows that dark carbon fixation can be a
quantitatively important carbon fixation pathway in sediments of
inland water ecosystems. The results showed here draws the
attention to chemosynthetic sources of carbon and energy, often
disregarded so far, encouraging further studies especially in lake
sediments. We observed highly variable rates of DCF between
different studied lakes, indicating influence of different processes
and regulating factors. Dark carbon fixation amounted up to 80%
of the total heterotrophic bacterial production and we also showed
a tendency of higher potential for DCF in boreal lake sediments.

The present study goes against recent studies that neglect the
importance of the chemosynthetic carbon fixation pathway (i.e.
[55]). Chemosynthetic carbon fixation can challenge the traditional view that authochthonous carbon in lakes are produced
solely by phototrophic carbon fixation.
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